14. Using a TENS Unit? Where Should You Place the Pads to Stop Your Pain?
When setting up a TENS unit, you will generally use either two electrode pads or
four electrode pads. Most TENS units have two channels. Each channel controls
two electrode pads, so you would need to use two channels to control four
electrode pads.
Some general rules or guidelines for placement of two or four pads:
1. We will be providing specific videos on how and where to place the pads
for specific pain issues such as back pain, knee pain, or hip pain. Go to the
program section at BobandBrad.com to see specific videos on pad
placement.
2. Before each use of the pads, you should clean your skin with gentle soap
and water. This helps remove any of the natural oils that may take away
some of the stickiness on the electrode pads.
3. After each use the pads should be placed back on the plastic piece from
which you originally got it.
4. Once the pads wear out you can purchase new ones separately. You can
replace the old pads by simply detaching them from the leads (wires). If
you find you are purchasing a lot of pads you may want to consider joining
the iReliev Dollar Electrode Pad Club to help you save money.
5. If using the pads on an area that is hairy you may want to shave it first. The
hair could interfere with conductivity of the pads.
6. If the area of pain is small (hand or wrist), you may want to use only two
pads and one channel.

7. If the area of pain is large (back or quadricep), you may want to use four
pads and two channels. One pad from channel one placed above the area
of pain and one pad placed below the area. One pad from channel two
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placed in front of the area of pain and another pad from channel two
placed behind the area of pain. This arrangement forms a cross pattern.

Another option for four pads: One pad from channel one in the upper right corner
of the area of pain and one pad from channel one in the lower left corner of the
area of pain. One pad from channel two in upper left corner of the pain and one
pad in lower right corner of the pain. This arrangement forms an X pattern.

However, one can experiment with the placement of the pads if they are
following all precautions and warnings.
8. If using just two pads you might try to place one pad directly on the pain
and the remaining pad above or below it. Experiment and see what will
work the best. You can also place pads on each side of the pain.
9. Another alternative is to try placing pads over the trigger points of a
specific muscle. Charts with trigger point locations can be found online.
10. The pads may cause a contraction of the muscles around the painful area.
This is fine but it should not increase your pain. TENS is supposed to be
comfortable and to help you relieve your pain.
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